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The Math Book Penguin
Learn at home with help from The Wonder
Years/Hallmark actress, math whiz, and New
York Times bestselling author Danica McKellar
using her acclaimed McKellar Math books!
Bathtime will be squeaky clean and sneaky smart
fun in this original board book that gives your
toddler a head start on learning math, all as part of
your daily at-home routine! Take one messy baby,
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two busy feet, three rambunctious friends, four
wayward ducks, and five floaty bubbles--and get a
tubful of fun as one family's bathtime routine turns
into a nightly ritual they can "count on"! Danica
McKellar uses her proven math success to show
children that math is all around us as she cleverly
introduces the early addition concept of "counting
on"--the idea that when we add 1, we can get the
answer by simply counting on to the next number.
This next book in the McKellar Math line shows
that even washing your hair can be full of math fun!
Math Hacks: Cool Tips + Less Stress = Better
Marks TarcherPerigee
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Two
starcrossed magicians engage in a deadly game
of cunning in the spellbinding novel that
captured the world's imagination. • "Part love
story, part fable ... defies both genres and
expectations." —The Boston Globe The circus
arrives without warning. No announcements
precede it. It is simply there, when yesterday it
was not. Within the black-and-white striped
canvas tents is an utterly unique experience
full of breathtaking amazements. It is called Le
Cirque des Rêves, and it is only open at night.
But behind the scenes, a fierce competition is
underway: a duel between two young
magicians, Celia and Marco, who have been
trained since childhood expressly for this
purpose by their mercurial instructors.
Unbeknownst to them both, this is a game in

which only one can be left standing. Despite the
high stakes, Celia and Marco soon tumble
headfirst into love, setting off a domino effect
of dangerous consequences, and leaving the
lives of everyone, from the performers to the
patrons, hanging in the balance.
How Not to Be Wrong
Minireference Co.
In this book, we have hand-picked
the most sophisticated,
unanticipated, absorbing (if not at
times crackpot!), original and
musing book reviews of "Math
Doesn't Suck: How to Survive
Middle School Math Without Losing
Your Mind or Breaking a Nail."
Don't say we didn't warn you: these
reviews are known to shock with
their unconventionality or intimacy.
Some may be startled by their
biting sincerity; others may be
spellbound by their unbridled flights
of fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1.
You don't have nerves of steel. 2.
You expect to get pregnant in the
next five minutes. 3. You've heard
it all.
No Bullshit Guide to Linear Algebra Souvenir

Press
Did you know that it's easier to add and subtract
from left to right, rather than the other way
round? And that you can be taught to square a
three-digit number in seconds? In Think Like A
Maths Genius, two mathematicians offer tips and
tricks for doing tricky maths the easy way. With
their help, you can learn how to perform
lightning calculations in your head, discover
methods of incredible memorisation and other
feats of mental agility. Learn maths secrets for the
real world, from adding up your shopping and
calculating a restaurant tip, to figuring out
gambling odds (or how much you've won) and
how to solve sudoku faster.

Math Girls Yearling
Algebra: Chapter 0 is a self-contained
introduction to the main topics of
algebra, suitable for a first sequence on
the subject at the beginning graduate
or upper undergraduate level. The
primary distinguishing feature of the
book, compared to standard textbooks
in algebra, is the early introduction of
categories, used as a unifying theme in
the presentation of the main topics. A
second feature consists of an emphasis
on homological algebra: basic notions
on complexes are presented as soon
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as modules have been introduced, and
an extensive last chapter on
homological algebra can form the basis
for a follow-up introductory course on
the subject. Approximately 1,000
exercises both provide adequate
practice to consolidate the
understanding of the main body of the
text and offer the opportunity to explore
many other topics, including
applications to number theory and
algebraic geometry. This will allow
instructors to adapt the textbook to their
specific choice of topics and provide the
independent reader with a richer
exposure to algebra. Many exercises
include substantial hints, and navigation
of the topics is facilitated by an
extensive index and by hundreds of
cross-references.
The Times Machine! Harper Collins
This title has been removed from sale
by Penguin Group, USA.
How to Survive Middle School Penguin
“Witty, compelling, and just plain fun to
read . . ." —Evelyn Lamb, Scientific
American The Freakonomics of math—a
math-world superstar unveils the

hidden beauty and logic of the world and
puts its power in our hands The math
we learn in school can seem like a dull
set of rules, laid down by the ancients
and not to be questioned. In How Not to
Be Wrong, Jordan Ellenberg shows us
how terribly limiting this view is: Math
isn’t confined to abstract incidents that
never occur in real life, but rather
touches everything we do—the whole
world is shot through with it. Math
allows us to see the hidden structures
underneath the messy and chaotic
surface of our world. It’s a science of
not being wrong, hammered out by
centuries of hard work and argument.
Armed with the tools of mathematics,
we can see through to the true meaning
of information we take for granted: How
early should you get to the airport?
What does “public opinion” really
represent? Why do tall parents have
shorter children? Who really won
Florida in 2000? And how likely are you,
really, to develop cancer? How Not to
Be Wrong presents the surprising
revelations behind all of these questions
and many more, using the

mathematician’s method of analyzing
life and exposing the hard-won insights
of the academic community to the
layman—minus the jargon. Ellenberg
chases mathematical threads through a
vast range of time and space, from the
everyday to the cosmic, encountering,
among other things, baseball,
Reaganomics, daring lottery schemes,
Voltaire, the replicability crisis in
psychology, Italian Renaissance
painting, artificial languages, the
development of non-Euclidean
geometry, the coming obesity
apocalypse, Antonin Scalia’s views on
crime and punishment, the psychology
of slime molds, what Facebook can and
can’t figure out about you, and the
existence of God. Ellenberg pulls from
history as well as from the latest
theoretical developments to provide
those not trained in math with the
knowledge they need. Math, as
Ellenberg says, is “an atomic-powered
prosthesis that you attach to your
common sense, vastly multiplying its
reach and strength.” With the tools of
mathematics in hand, you can
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understand the world in a deeper, more
meaningful way. How Not to Be Wrong
will show you how.
Think Like A Maths Genius Crown Books for
Young Readers
‘We want to give you and your child the best
opportunity to thrive in secondary school. By
the end of this book you're going to feel a
whole lot more capable of dealing with what
Year 7 throws at you.’ The jump between
primary and secondary school marks one of
the biggest transitions in a student’s life. It’s
the point at which a child leaves the relatively
safe cocoon of childhood and enters the wide
world of adolescence. For both parents and
their children, it can be a huge shock, as they
encounter a minefield of serious issues to
deal with – everything from peer and study
pressures to phones, parties and beyond. In
this invaluable resource for Australian
families, bestselling authors Michael Carr-
Gregg and Sharon Witt provide all the tools
and information you need for entering this
turbulent and testing time. With warmth and
wisdom, they offer latest advice on the
following: · Choosing the right school for you ·
Settling into secondary school · Homework,
study tips and tricks · Coping with stress,
anxiety and depression · Social issues such
as bullying and friendships · Health and
wellbeing, including the importance of sleep
and diet · Latest advice on mobile phones and

technology Starting secondary school is a
whole lot more complex than it once was, but
this invaluable resource will help your family
face this major milestone armed with
knowledge and confidence.
Now Johnny Can Do Arithmetic Princeton
University Press
Originally published 2007 in Japan by
Softbank Creative Corp., Tokyo.
Introduction to Abstract Algebra Crown
Books for Young Readers
The #1 New York Times bestselling
WORLDWIDE phenomenon Winner of the
Goodreads Choice Award for Fiction | A
Good Morning America Book Club Pick |
Independent (London) Ten Best Books of
the Year "A feel-good book guaranteed to
lift your spirits."—The Washington Post The
dazzling reader-favorite about the choices
that go into a life well lived, from the
acclaimed author of How To Stop Time
and The Comfort Book. Somewhere out
beyond the edge of the universe there is a
library that contains an infinite number of
books, each one the story of another
reality. One tells the story of your life as it
is, along with another book for the other
life you could have lived if you had made a
different choice at any point in your life.
While we all wonder how our lives might
have been, what if you had the chance to

go to the library and see for yourself?
Would any of these other lives truly be
better? In The Midnight Library, Matt Haig's
enchanting blockbuster novel, Nora Seed
finds herself faced with this decision.
Faced with the possibility of changing her
life for a new one, following a different
career, undoing old breakups, realizing her
dreams of becoming a glaciologist; she
must search within herself as she travels
through the Midnight Library to decide what
is truly fulfilling in life, and what makes it
worth living in the first place.
Girls Get Curves Penguin
Learn at home with help from The Wonder
Years/Hallmark actress, math whiz, and
New York Times bestselling author Danica
McKellar using her acclaimed McKellar
Math books! Addition and subtraction are
as easy as 1+2+3 with this fun and
accessible introduction to the essentials of
math. This funny and educational book will
have readers embracing math instead of
fearing it. Finally, a FUN book to read with
kids that helps bridge the gap between
what's being taught in school and how
today's parents learned math back in the
day. Giggle your way through entertaining
lessons on addition and subtraction
involving muffins, turkey sandwiches,
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kittens, googly eyes, and more! Danica
McKellar uses her proven math techniques
to give children the solid grasp of addition
and subtraction that will be key to their
success and unlock their potential in the
classroom and beyond! You will WANT to
open this math book!
Algebra: Chapter 0 Penguin
Teachers Rick Ayers and Amy
Crawford always wanted to find a guide
to the vast world of great books for
teenagers-one that didn't talk down or
moralize. When they couldn't find one,
they set out to create it. An early
prototype offered at Cody's Bookstore
in Berkeley, California, was an instant
success. Great Books for High School
Kids is the culmination of their efforts.
Collecting recommendations and
essays from colleagues and advisers
around the country, this is a rollicking,
thoughtful, against-the-grain guide that
challenges stodgy notions of what great
books are and what kids are ready for.
The book starts with seven essays by
high school teachers about exciting,
exemplary experiences they have had
reading books with students in the

classroom-from Dorothy Allison's
Bastard Out of Carolina to Toni
Morrison's Song of Solomon to
Aeschylus's Oresteia trilogy.
Augmented by an index of more than
seventy subjects, the book also has an
annotated list of hundreds of
Recommended Great Books. The
recommendations are playful and
irreverent, ambitious and entertaining,
and they go way beyond traditional
reading lists. From classics to the
unexpected, from literary novels to
nonfiction, some drama, and even a
little poetry, these are all books that
teenagers have read with pleasure and
can read on their own. Great Books for
High School Kids is an invitation and a
sourcebook for inspiring passionate,
lifelong readers-a book that could
seriously change the lives of teachers,
of families, and of kids.
Professor Stewart's Casebook of
Mathematical Mysteries Lennex
This textbook covers the material for an
undergraduate linear algebra course: vectors,
matrices, linear transformations,
computational techniques, geometric
constructions, and theoretical foundations.

The explanations are given in an informal
conversational tone. The book also contains
100+ problems and exercises with answers
and solutions. A special feature of this
textbook is the prerequisites chapter that
covers topics from high school math, which are
necessary for learning linear algebra. The
presence of this chapter makes the book
suitable for beginners and the general
audience-readers need not be math experts to
read this book. Another unique aspect of the
book are the applications chapters (Ch 7, 8,
and 9) that discuss applications of linear
algebra to engineering, computer science,
economics, chemistry, machine learning, and
even quantum mechanics.
Hot X: Algebra Exposed! Tricycle Press
Actress and New York Times bestselling
author Danica McKellar tackles the most
feared of all math classes—algreba—in this
helpful algebra workbook that’s perfect for
high school math students. Algebra: The word
alone has been known to strike fear in the
hearts of even the best students, but help is
here! With her two earlier books, Math Doesn't
Suck and Kiss My Math, actress and math
genius Danica McKellar shattered the “math
nerd” stereotype and empowered girls to
conquer middle-school math and pre-algebra.
Sizzling with McKellar's trademark sass and
style, Hot X: Algebra Exposed shows high
schoolers how to master algebra topics like
square roots, polynomials, quadratic
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equations, word problems, and more. In
addition to fun extras like personality quizzes,
reader polls, and boy-crazy confessionals, Hot
X includes: • Time-saving tips and tricks •
Sample problems with detailed solutions •
Relatable real-world examples
Do the Math: Secrets, Lies, and Algebra
Dragonfly Books
The Neumann Prize–winning, illustrated
exploration of mathematics—from its timeless
mysteries to its history of mind-boggling
discoveries. Beginning millions of years ago
with ancient “ant odometers” and moving
through time to our modern-day quest for new
dimensions, The Math Book covers 250
milestones in mathematical history. Among
the numerous delights readers will learn about
as they dip into this inviting anthology: cicada-
generated prime numbers, magic squares
from centuries ago, the discovery of pi and
calculus, and the butterfly effect. Each topic is
lavishly illustrated with colorful art, along with
formulas and concepts, fascinating facts
about scientists’ lives, and real-world
applications of the theorems.
Starting Secondary School Educational
Solutions World
The newest math-focused picture book from
New York Times bestselling author Danica
McKellar is full of puppy-fueled chaos and a
message of gratitude, with a double helping of
fun! Moxie Jo always wanted MORE. But
soon she'd get MORE than she bargained for!

Spunky and energetic, Moxie is just like any
other girl--aside from the fact that she has to
have the MOST of everything! If she doesn't
have the most toys, the most A's on tests, or
the most time on the swing, then she makes
the MOST noise! So when Moxie finds a magic
stick that can double anything, she doesn't
hesitate to use it--but when the button gets
stuck, she may start to realize that less really
is more! Teach the power of doubling through
this playful puppy romp!
Math with Bad Drawings Penguin
From actress and math genius Danica
McKellar comes a groundbreaking middle
school math workbook for middle school
girls, their parents, and educators. As the
math education crisis in this country
continues to make headlines, research
continues to prove that it is in middle
school when math scores begin to
drop—especially for girls—in large part due
to the relentless social conditioning that
tells girls they “can’t do” math, and that
math is “uncool.” Young girls today need
strong female role models to embrace the
idea that it’s okay to be smart! It’s Danica
McKellar’s mission to be this role model,
and demonstrate on a large scale that
math doesn’t suck. In this fun and
accessible guide, McKellar—dubbed a
“math superstar” by The New York

Times—gives girls and their parents the
tools they need to master the math
concepts that confuse middle-schoolers
most, including fractions, percentages, pre-
algebra, and more. The book features hip,
real-world examples, step-by-step
instruction, and engaging stories of
Danica’s own childhood struggles in math
(and stardom). It even includes a Math
Horoscope section, Math Personality
Quizzes, and Real-Life
Testimonials—ultimately revealing why
math is easier and cooler than readers
think.
Open Middle Math Penguin
The mathematically advanced actress
best known for her roles on The
Wonder Years and The West Wing
demystifies middle-school math
concepts that are most challenging to
today's student, sharing step-by-step
instructions for developing real-world
math
Math Doesn't Suck Penguin Group
Australia
It's easy to count three of something--
just add them up. But how do you count
zero, a number that is best defined by
what it's not? Can you see it? Can you
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hear it? Can you feel it? This important
math concept is beautifully explored in a
way that will inspire children to find zero
everywhere--from the branches of a
tree by day to the vast, starry sky by
night.
Zero Is The Leaves On The Tree Crown
Books for Young Readers
A hilarious reeducation in mathematics-full
of joy, jokes, and stick figures-that sheds
light on the countless practical and
wonderful ways that math structures and
shapes our world. In Math With Bad
Drawings, Ben Orlin reveals to us what
math actually is; its myriad uses, its
strange symbols, and the wild leaps of
logic and faith that define the usually
impenetrable work of the mathematician.
Truth and knowledge come in multiple
forms: colorful drawings, encouraging
jokes, and the stories and insights of an
empathetic teacher who believes that
math should belong to everyone. Orlin
shows us how to think like a
mathematician by teaching us a brand-
new game of tic-tac-toe, how to
understand an economic crises by rolling a
pair of dice, and the mathematical
headache that ensues when attempting to
build a spherical Death Star. Every

discussion in the book is illustrated with
Orlin's trademark "bad drawings," which
convey his message and insights with
perfect pitch and clarity. With 24 chapters
covering topics from the electoral college
to human genetics to the reasons not to
trust statistics, Math with Bad Drawings is
a life-changing book for the math-
estranged and math-enamored alike.
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